Video Software Engineer (m/f/d)
PlaySight is seeking a creative and experienced Video Software Engineer who wants to help build the next big
thing in sports.
PlaySight is an award-winning global sports technology company, selected twice by Fast Company as one of the top
10 Most Innovative Companies in Sport. PlaySight technology is trusted and used every day by the best athletes,
coaches and teams across the globe. Our client roster includes the 2019 NBA Champion Toronto Raptors and
numerous other NBA, NHL and MLB organizations. PlaySight technology is also used by over 100 leading NCAA
programs and top sports facilities organizations and federations including the USTA s National Campus LakePoint
Sports and Ripken Baseball. PlaySight connects over 30 sports across the globe in close to 40 different countries.
You are:
Creative. You find ways to solve problems. You think outside-the-box, are self-motivated and are an
engaging and clear communicator.
Collaborative. You have worked on teams before. You are willing to go the extra mile to help a teammate
out and understand that when it comes to teamwork and getting the job done, 1+1=3.
Passionate. You eat, breathe and live sports, and have a strong interest in technology and its potential to
transform how sports are played and consumed.
Motivated. You are a self-starter with a positive mindset and a critical eye for improvement.
You have:
A degree in Computer Science
At least two years experience in the field specifically video processing
Working proficiency in English (both written and spoken)
Deep knowledge of:
o Video fundamentals.
o Knowing different video formats. (h264, h265, mpeg-dash, hls)
o Video play optimization on different platforms. (Web, Mobile and Desktop)
o Thorough understanding of design and data structures
o FFmpeg interface
o C++
o C#
o Visual Studio 2017/2019
o Windows
o Experience in advanced usage of version control systems (e.g., TFS) is a plus
You will:
Optimize and maintain the video products of PlaySight
Research and develop new creative product features for PlaySight and its customers
Implement efficient and sturdy software solutions for PlaySight s products and services
Location
PlaySight Headquarters - 6A Hanagar St. Hod Hasharon 4527704, Israel

